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A numerical model, employing a local-averaging formulation, was developed for heat transfer 
a,nd water vapor deposition within fiberglass insulation under air exfiltration and frosting con
ditlons. Frost growth on the cold surface was modeled using special frost growth boundary con
ditions. Non-isotropic permeability effects that occur in fiberglass boards were included in the 
model for porous medium flow because tests showed that the permeability for flow parallel to the 
plane of the boards was 69% higher than perpendicular to the insulation boards, Transient heat 
and moisture transfer processes within a thick layer of fiberglass insulation were modeled for 
steady exfiltration of humid air (60% to 84% rh) with a two-dimensional airflow during winter 
temperature conditions. In order to validate the numerical model, laboratory apparatus was con
structed with a test cell 135 mm high, 600 mm wide and 275 mm deep. This allowed a two-dimen
sional moist air exfiltration {0.5 to 1.5 U(mi·s)] through a fiberglass insulation slab for a 
temperature range -20 °C to 21 .5 °C from the cold outside surface to the warm inside surface. 
Using this apparatus, the transient temperature profiles, moisture accumulation profiles, and 
heat-flux at the cold· side of the fiber-glass insulation were measured during the air exfiltration 
process. Part I outlines the theoretical/numerical model and describes the experimental test facil
ities and the properties of the fiberglass insulation tested. Part II of this paper presents the com
parisons of experimental data and corresponding simulation results. 

INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, many studies have been done on building envelopes and on the vapor retard

ers and insulation materials used to reduce moisture deposition and heat transfer. For example, 
Paljak (1973), Tobiasson et al. (1979), Langlais et al. (1983), Thomas et al. (1983), Bamberg 
et al. (1978, 1991 ), Pedersen ( 1990) and Pedersen et al. ( 1991) showed that heat flow within 
insulation depends on the type of insulation, its moisture content, and the temperature of the 
insulation. A comprehensive review of moisture effects in insulation materials is provided in the 
book edited by Trechsel ( 1994), while recent papers on insulation materials are presented in the 
book edited by Graves and Wysocki (1991), the proceedings of CIB meetings (1993) and 
(1995), and the final report of IEA Annex 24 (1996). 

Moisture accumulation may alter the heat flow in both sensible and latent forms . In sensible 
forms, the presence of the liquid and frost phases results in an increase in the thermal conductivity 
of the insulation while the release of latent heat may alter the temperature profiles and heat flux. 
Energy transfer increases of about 3 to 5% for each percent increase in moisture content by vol
ume were shown by Epstein et al. (1977) and Larsson et al. ( 1977). On the other hand, Hedi in 
( 1983) showed that roof structures with less than 2% moisture content could double the heat rate 
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with typical diurnal cycles in temperature. Furthermore, the moisture within the insulation can 
lead to mold growth, degradation of some organic materials, rust damage to some metallic 
components, and freezing damage in the condensation zone at low temperature (Lstiburek and 
Carmody 1990). Therefore, it is crucial to study the conditions which cause the moisture accu
mulation and water vapor transport within insulation material. In cold climate countries, the most 
severe moisture problem occurs in winter (Kumaran 1992) where the operating temperature of 
thermal insulation is below freezing. 

For several decades, research work has been done on the numerical modeling of heat and 
moisture deposition and the movement of water vapor within porous insulating materials used in 
building envelopes. A large number of papers have been written on this topic. For example,: 
Yafai and Saker (1986) have studied the condensation effect within the fibrous insulation; 
Kohonen and Ojanen (1987) predicted hygrothermal effects of combined natural/forced convec
tion in 2-D at a non-steady-state condition, Tien and Yafai (1990) numerically studied the 
effects of air infiltration on the moisture distribution within an isotropic insulation matrix. In 
addition, Murata (1995) studied the heat and mass transfer with condensation in fibrous insula
tion slab bounded on one side by a cold surface, Ojanen and Simonson (1995) experimentally 
and numerically investigated forced convection past various insulated wall structures, and 
Pierce and Benner (1986) investigated thermally induced hygroscopic mass transfer for a closed 
system of insulation. 

Some recent authors have written a number of papers presenting both experimental data and 
numerical simulations of heat and water vapor transfer with moisture and frost accumulation: 
Tao et al. (1991a, 199lb, 1992, 1993), Simonson et al. (1993) and Mitchell et al. (1995). Frost 
growth within porous insulation has been shown to alter substantially the heat flux and mass of 
water accumulation within fiberglass. 

This study extends the work of Mitchell et al. (1995) for one-dimensional air exfiltralion 
through an insulation slab to one with more realistic boundary and flow conditions and frost accu
mulation on a cold surface (simulating an exterior envelope surface) for a cavity completely filled 
with insulation. The main objective of this study was to develop an accurate numerical model for 
the complex physical processes that occur within various porous insulation materials like fiber
glass which undergo heat transfer and air exfiltration with moisture and frost accumulation. 

Part I presents the numerical model and the test facilities that were used to collect data that 
can be used to compare with the simulation results. These comparisons are in Part II. 

NUMERICAL MODEL 

A schematic, detailing the geometry for the numerical model, is presented in Figure 1. The 
solution domain of the numerical model was a two-dimensional rectangular porous medium 
(fiberglass insulation). Air was introduced at a line source at the top left corner (point A in Fig
ure 1) for air exfiltration, while a line sink removed this airflow at point B. Experimentally, the 
line sink and source are slots of height h such that hlb = 0.04. The boundary conditions were uni
form sub-freezing temperature Tc on the cold bottom side and uniform room temperature Th on 
the warm top side. The right and left sides, at x := 0 and x = a, were impermeable and adiabatic. 
The theoretical and numerical model was used to obtain the transient two-dimensional tempera
ture and moisture accumulation profiles in the solution domain subject to the above conditions. 

The governing equations for the heat and mass transport process in a porous medium, subject 
to a steady forced convective airflow, were derived using the local volume averaging technique 
for the equations of mass, momentum, and energy transport (Kaviany 1991 ). Using this formula
tion, the local properties in the equations were averaged over a representative elementary vol
ume, i.e. the smallest volume that represents the local average properties. In this derivation, two 
main assumptions are made: first, the thermal and mass transfer properties of porous medium 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram for the model 
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are isotropic and homogeneous except for permeability; se~ond, the porous syste_m whi_c_h con
sists of the solid, liquid, and gas phase is assumed to be m loca_l thermodynamic_ equ1_hbnum 
(i.e., ~II phases have the same temperature and pressure at any pomt). :me assumpt10ns 1mph~d 
for the use of volume average equations for heat and mass transfer m porous media are dis
cussed in several sources (Whitaker 1977, Kaviany 1991). 

Other assumptions were made to obtain the governing equations for the model developed 
here. These were: 

I. The airflow through insulation is steady and forced and is two-dimensional with a glass-fiber 
_ "ze Reynolds number (Red< 1) while buoyancy forces are negligible compared to the pore s1 . · 

1
- "bl 

viscous forced convection; i.e., the Raleigh number for the porous medmm 1s neg 1g1 e 

(Nield and Bejan 1992). . . . . . 
With the small moisture content in the fiberglass msulat1on at the end of each expenmen~, it 2

· is assumed that liquid capillarity or liquid macroscopic velocity can be neglected. Acco~d1~g 
to Ceagleske and Hovgen (1937) and Tien and Yafai (1990), for small amounts of l1qu1d 
accumulation in the porous insulation (i.e., saturation values_ les_s t_han 0.1).' the _condensate 
will exist in a discontinuous pendular state, which means the hqu1d 1s essent1a~ly 1mmob1le_. 

3. Due to the low volume fraction of fiber in insulation material, and the low aJr_flow velocity 
through the insulation (Reynolds number based on pore size < I), thermal d1spers1on a~d 
mass dispersion can be neglected. Molecular diffusion of heat and water vapor, coupled with 
forced convection are the only means of transport within the gaseous component. . . 

4. Compared with the heat conduction and convection, heat transfer effec:~:: ~adiat1~~6~)e quite small and can be neglected, (Yerschoor an? G_re_eble 1952, Mumaw , opez · 
5. The thermal and transport properties of each md1v1dual phase m the porous medrnm are 

either dependent on temperature or constant. . . . . 
6. No chemical reactions take place in the fiberglass msulat1on dunng the expenmental_ proces~. 

When the local relative humidity reaches 100% at a location in the fiberglass msulat1on, abh-
7. mation, or water vapor solidification as frost on the glass fibers, is considered if t_he local 

t ·1s below Q°C and condensation is considered if the local temperature is above tempera ure , . . _
1 ooc. No subcooling of liquid droplets is included because the phase change is pnman Y 
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between water vapor and either its liquid or solid phase, not between the liquid and solid 
phase of water. 

8. The insulation structure is rigid and does not change shape during testing. 

9. In the frozen region, t.he frost does not exist as a porous media except on the cold plate where 
a frost growth model 1s coupled to the numerical domain. 

10. Additional assump.tions for the properties and initial and boundary conditions are presented 
with the correspondrng equat10ns . The governing equations, based on the local volume aver
age technique and all the assumptions mentioned above are presented below while the sym
bols are defined in the Nomenclature 

The gas phase momentum equation (Darcy's law) is: 

K (Jp 
u = -~ _g 

µ dy ( 1) 

(2) 

where K =permeability of the porous media (fiberglass) due to gas flow . Since the insulation 
slab w~s layered, the permeability may differ depending on whether the flow is parallel to the 
rnsulat10n layer (Kx) or normal to the layers (Ky). 

!h~ thermal energy equation for steady state pressure and negligible kinetic energy at every 
point is: 

where 

and 

a (k a T ) a ( a T ) dx e!J dx + dy keff dy 

P = (! - €)Pa+ epP{J + tgPg 

cp = [(I - e)(pcp)a + ep(pcp)fJ + egPgCpgl Ip 

keff= epkp + egkg + ka(I - €) 

The water vapor convection and diffusion equation is: 

CJ(EgPcg) CJ(PcgU) d(PcgV) (J [ a (p )] a [ -, p + + _ p 0 cg cg Deg a ( cg)] . ot dx dy - dx g eff dx P"; + dx Pg eff dy P; + n 

h D
eg . 

w ere eff is assumed to be: 

The liquid or solid ice phase continuity equation is: 

o£~ ri 
- +- 0 
dt p~ 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 
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The accompanying thermodynamic relations are : 

(10) 

(11) 

Pg= Pcg+Png (12) 

Pg= Pcg+Png (13) 

The Clapeyron equation, for saturation conditions, is taken to be 

o [ 6i (I l )] 
p cg = Peg exp -16Rcg 't- To (14) 

In the above set of equations, the momentum effects can be reduced to the relatively simple 
Darcy Equations ( 1) and (2) . The justification for this is that the pore-size Reynolds number was 
small for all the cases studied here (i.e. 10-6 < Red< 10-5)_ At the same time, buoyancy forces 
were neglected because viscous forced convection dominated. The argument for this can be pre
sented using dimensionless numbers for the conditions investigated . The Archimedes number 
Arb, or the ratio of buoyancy to inertial forces, was of order 10-4 or less; while the Reynolds 
number Reb, based on the flow height of the porous slab, which is the ratio of inertial to viscous 
forces; was of order 50. This implies the ratio of buoyancy to viscous forces, ArbReb, is less 
than 10-2 or I% everywhere for the test conditions investigated. For the highly porous fiber
glass insulation (i.e. € :::::: 0.98), irreversible thermodynamic coupling between heat and mass 
transfer effects were not included because these coupling effects have not been measured for 
such materials . 

Adsorption was included in the model by using the heat of adsorption for f'l.i in Equation (3) 
as measured by Tao et al. ( 1993) and the mass of adsorption from the adsorption isotherm pre
sented by Simonson et al. (1993). 

Initial and Boundary Conditions 
For the air exfiltration simulations, the entire fiberglass insulation was initially at a uniform 

temperature (room temperature), with the liquid volume fraction near zero (dry), a uniform gas 
density throughout the insulation, and with the rate of phase change and water vapor density set 
to zero. 

For air exfiltration, the inlet airflow rate, temperature and water vapor density are known val
ues or can be calculated from the known property data. Boundary conditions for the warm sur
face and two insulated side walls can be set easily. For the insulated side walls, heat flux and 
mass flux were set to zero except for the inlet. For the top warm side, mass flux was set to zero 
and the temperature was constant. 

Because a layer of frost grows on the bottom cold plate, the boundary conditions on the cold 
plate are more complex than an impermeable plate at a specified temperature. A frost growth 
model, developed by Tao et al. ( 1991 b) and presented in Appendix A, was used to obtain the 
boundary conditions for temperature and water vapor partial pressure. From this frost growth 
model, a frost surface temperature was obtained as a boundary condition of the energy Equation 
(3) and then Clapeyron's Equation (14) was used to calculate the water vapor density at the frost 
surface as a boundary condition for the vapor transfer Equation (7). The thickness of the frost 
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growing on the cold plate 61was estimated to be less than 2% of the total height of the insulation 
b (i.e . 61 << b). Therefore, it was assumed that frost growth did not change the domain size for 
Equations ( 1) to ( 14 ). It should be noted that the introduction of the frost growth model as a 
boundary condition of the cold side causes this boundary condition to become nonlinear, result
ing in some new difficulties for the numerical solution of the governing equations. The bound
ary conditions on the cold side of the numerical domain are: 

(O:=;x:=;a) (15) 

(0 :=; x :s; a) (16) 

where the frost-air interface temperature ~5(x,t) was obtained from the frost growth model 
(Appendix A) . · 

The validity of this frost growth model boundary condition was investigated in a simulation 
study for the test facility investigated here. Although the temperature profiles obtained by using 
the frost growth model on the cold plate were almost the same as those obtained from the simple 
constant temperature and the impermeable boundary conditions on the cold plate, the moisture 
accumulation was significantly different. The difference between the moisture accumulated in 
the bottom layer as calculated using these two different boundary conditions was about 20%, 
with the frost growth model consistently giving larger frost accumulation rates. 

Method of Solution 
Momentum Equations (I) and (2) are considered to be independent of other equations, which 

means that, the airflow field or streamlines are not affected by heat and mass transfer. Generally, 
this is true when the pore-size Peclet number < I (Nield and Bejan 1992). Separating the 
momentum equation from the other equations greatly simplifies the solution of the problem 
defined by Equation (3) to (14). 

From momentum Equations (I) and (2), we could obtain 

au Kx a2P 
ax -µ ax2 

(17) 

av K\. iP 
CiY ==µ a/ (18) 

Adding Equations (17) and (18), and assuming incompressible flow, gives, 

iP a2P 
--+-
"\ ,2 "I 2 ax oy 

0 (19) 

where the x coordinate is transformed by the equation 

(20) 

Errors in the velocity field resulting from changes in density have been as large as I%, due to 
both the pressure gradient in the porous insulation and condensation and ablimation of water 
vapor but density changes due to cooling were larger. The experimental data shows that density 

i 

t 

I 

1 ~ · 

l 
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changes due to cooling were less than 10% for the top four layers of insulation , and less than 
15% for all layers. The sensitivity of the temperature and moisture accumulation profiles to 

changes in flow is investigated in more detail in Part IL 
Equation ( 19) is Laplace's equation, and the theoretical solution (Milne-Thompson 1968) is 

available for sources or sinks on one surface between two parallel plates , a geometry similar to 
the problem considered here. Using the results of Milne-Thompson's derivation for the (x',y) 
space, the solutions for the pressure can be obtained for the (x' ,y) space and, thereafter, the 

velocity profile can be obtained by using Equations (17) and ( 18). 
Equations ( 17) to (19) allow us to decouple the fluid flow problem from the heat and water 

vapor transfer problems. The momentum Equations ( 1) and (2) were solved independently of the 
other Equations (3) to (16). Among the remaining equations, the energy and vapor transfer equa
tions are nonlinear, coupled, and partial differential equations. These equations can only be 
solved numerically based on their discretized forms. The Control Volume Formulation (Patan
kar 1980) was used to obtain the finite difference forms of the governing equations. Once the 
finite difference equations had been established, they were solved by an iterative "line by line" 
method (Patankar 1980). The dimensions of the insulation slab (calculation domain) were 600 
mm wide by 135 mm high, and this was modeled using 40 X 46 == 1840 control volumes. Grids 
of a higher density were put near the cold side (i .e. a non-uniform grid in y direction), because 
the temperature and moisture accumulation distributions in the y direction near the cold side 
were of greatest interest. It was found that further refining the grid i.e. increasing the numbers of 
grid points and decreasing the grid spacing did not affect the simulation results . For examp_le, 
increasing the number of grids by 30% changed the results less than 0.5%. The time step size 
used for all the simulations was 5 s. Decreasing this time step by 50% changed the results less 
than l % but doubled the computing time. Therefore, the simulation results can be considered as 

insensitive to the grid spacing and time step . 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
Fiaure 2 is a schematic of the experimental test cell section, which is 600 mm wide, 135 mm 

high 
0

and 275 mm deep. Moist warm air was introduced at the inlet slot located in the left-top 
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Figure 2. Cross-sectional view of test cell 
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corner, and was removed at the outlet slot located in the right-bottom corner. A five layer, 
medium-density (50 kg/m3

) , glass-fiber slab with a total dimension of 275 mm by 600 mm by 

135 mm was placed in the test section for each test. This test slab geometry is perhaps somewhat 
similar to the geometry of some building envelope components with air entering at room tem

perature as exfiltration at one crack and exiting the cold side. This simple two-dimensional 
geometry allows us to obtain test data for the insulation alone, without the complication of cou
pling effects with other components, buoyancy and three-dimensional effects that frequently 
occur in building envelopes. 

A cold plate, which could be cooled to a temperature of -20°C by a heat exchanger, was 
placed at the bottom of the test section. An electrically heated plate was placed on the top of the 
test section to keep the temperature near 21.5 °C. It was found, both in the numerical simulations 
and experiments, that electrical power to heat the top plate was not required during the exfiltra
tion tests to keep the hot-plate at 21.5 °C because the heat conduction gain from the top surface 
during the test was negligible. 

A calibrated heat-flux meter (uncertainty ±4.0 W/m2) was mounted within the cold plate to 
measure the heat flux through the cold plate assembly during each test. Thirty-eight thermocou
ples (type T, calibration uncertainty ±0.2 °C) were located between the fiberglass layers and at 
the inlet/outlet slots and cold plate heat-flux meter. 

A calibrated relative humidity sensor (uncertainty 2% rh) was located in the left-top corner air 
inlet slot. This sensor was used to ensure that the humidity of the airflow during the exfiltration tests 
remained constant. To start a test, the volumetric airflow rate is set using a mass flow controller 
with an uncertainty of 0.8% of the full range rate (20 Umin). 

During each test, data from the flow meter sensor, the relative humidity sensor, temperature 
sensors in the fiberglass insulation and cold plate heat-flux meter, the airflow temperature at the 
inlet and outlet, and the temperature of the hot plate were sampled every 60 s and recorded. 

The moisture accumulation in each sample insulation layer was measured at the end of each test 
by weighing each sample prior to (oven dry condition) and at the end of each experiment. Con
sidering the repeatability of the two identical experiments, the measurement uncertainty was 
within I% moisture content by dry mass. It was found both numerically and experimentally that 
the moisture accumulation within the insulation layer adjacent to the cold side is much larger than 
in other layers. Therefore, only this layer is precut in five pieces in order to obtain the moisture 
accumulation profile along the x-direction. The size of the five pieces was chosen in order to 
expect nearly the same accuracies for each piece when measuring the mass of moisture accumu
lation. A layer of polyethylene wrap was located on the cold plate for collecting the frost growing 
on the cold plate and used to pull the bottom layer of insulation out of the test cell at the end of 
each test. The mass of the frost on the polyethylene and within the insulation slab was calculated 
as part of the moisture accumulation within the insulation layer adjacent to the cold side. 

Parameters and Apparatus for Air Exfiltration Test 

Although a typical indoor relative humidity during cold periods of winter rarely exceeds 50% 
rh and values of 20% rh are common in most buildings, the exfiltration tests were conducted 
with room temperature air at a high relative humidity (60% to 84%). These high relative humid
ities were used in order to obtain experimental data over a reasonably short testing period with 
small relative errors so that the numerical model could be validated with a higher degree of 
accuracy. For the air exfiltration experiment, the inlet air relative humidity values were set to be 
60%, 70%, and 84%, with the inlet air temperature maintained at 21.5°C. The hot plate was kept 
at 21.5°C (±1°C) and the cold plate temperature is kept at -20°C (±1°C). During each test, the 

variations in the supply air temperature were less than 0.5 °C. Variations in supply air tempera
ture from one replication test to another were slightly larger (i .e. ±I 0 C). 

I 
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Table 1. Parameters Used in the Exfiltration Tests 

Inlet Flow Rate Q, Inlet F1ow Relative Test Period t, 
Test No. L/min Humidity,% h.ours 

10 84 2.5 
2 10 84 3.5 
3 10 70 3.5 
4 10 60 3.5 
5 5 84 3.5 
6 5 60 3.5 
7 15 77 3.5 
8 15 60 3.5 

Cold place temperature Tc= -20°C, hoc plate temperature Th= 21.5'C, and inlet air temperacure T,n = 2 l.5°C 
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Figure 3. Apparatus 

The range of airflow rates used in this study was based partly on a field investigation by Shaw 
et al. (1987). His investigation found that a typical detached Canadian residential house experi
ences an average air exfiltration rate of 0.98 U(m2 

· s). The range of data for infiltration/exfiltra
tion is very large, from very tight houses to very leaky houses. In a study of air Jeakage through 
walls of an apartment block, the measured leakage was greater than 1.0 U(m ·s) for a 10 Pa 
pressure difference (Shaw et al. 1991). In our study it was convenient to select high exfiltration 
rates because they reduced the duration of tests and relative experimental errors in the moisture 

accumulation measurements. For the current test section dimension (275 mm by 600 mm by 135 
mm), flow rates for the experiment were selected to be 5 Umin, I 0 Umin, and 15 Umin. With

out considering any density changes, the corresponding surface air exfiltration rates were 0.5, 
1.0, and 1.5 L/(m2 · s) and the air speeds at the center of test section (i.e., in the x direction) were 
2.24 mrn/s, 4.49 mrn/s, and 6.73 mrn/s, respectively. The air inlet flow conditions for each test 

are listed in the Table 1. 
The apparatus for controlling the airflow and humidity during the exfiltration tests is shown in 

Figure 3. Compressed air first passes through an industrial dryer, and then flows through the 
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mass flow controller at the selected total airflow. In generating the required range of inlet rela
tive humidity (60% to 84%), a water bath was implemented. By adjusting the airflow using a 

flow meter and a control valve, a portion of the dry air was diverted from the main line to the 
bottom of the water bath. As the air moved up through the bath, it became very humid (80% to 

100% rh depending on flow rate). By mixing this humid air with dry air in the correct propor
tions, the desired air relative humidity was obtained. The mixed air was introduced into the 

left-top portion of the test section shown in Figure 2 through six inlet ports. For an airflow of 
15 Umin, the maximum relative humidity obtained was 77%. 

Properties of the Insulation Samples 

The insulation samples used in the test cell were commercially available 25 mm thick 
medium density fiberglass boards. Except for the top board, which was 38 mm thick, these were 
purchased in single bundles to eliminate property variations that may occur during different 
manufacturing runs. Although the 275 mm by 600 mm boards tested had a dry density range of 
49.5 to 50.6 kg/m

3
, the variation in density within individual boards ranged from a high of 

52.9 kg/m
3 

to a low of 41.4 kg/m3
. That is, in each board there are regions of density that are 

both higher and lower than the board average. These regions of significant density variation in 
each board typically had a length scale that was approximately equal to the board thickness or 
about 25 mm. When the insulation boards were placed in the test cell and compressed slightly by 
the lid, any region of low density is compressed more than those of high density, which causes 
the density to become more uniform throughout the test cell. When averaged over the depth of 
the test cell (275 mm) density variations are expected to be insignificant. For the numerical stud
ies a uniform dry density 50 kg/m3 was used throughout the domain of integration. 

The airflow streamlines within a porous medium like fiberglass with a Darcy flow depend on 
the air viscosityµ and permeability K, as implied by Equations (I) and (2) was uniform but not 
isotropic. As noted previously, the air viscosity depends only on its absolute temperature. 
Although the permeability can vary nonuniformly from place to place within the test cell as a 
result of variations in local insulation density, when averaged over the depth of the test call 
(275 mm), variations in both the density and the uniformity of the permeability were expected to 
be insignificant. 

The permeability of layered insulation materials may differ with airflow direction. These 
nonisotropic permeability coefficients for fiberglass boards were investigated for Darcy type air
tlow normal to the board surface and parallel to its surface. To measure the differences in these 
two permeabilities, Kx and K>,, the test cell was filled with insulation boards ( 135 mm by 
550 mm by 275 mm). In one case their orientation was normal to the bottom surface and, later, 
parallel to the bottom surface. These two cases ensured isothermal airflow air and had a Darcy 
velocity parallel to the bottom surface. Each permeability, Kx and Kv, was calculated using 
Equation (I) in the form · 

(21) 

where L = 0.55 m. giving Ky= (1.28±0.05)x10-9 m2 and Kt= (2.16±0.09)x10-9 m2. Thus 

for a given pressure difference the Darcy velocity was 40% lower in they than in the x direction. 
The importance of this non-isotropic permeability will be illustrated in detail in the numerical 
results presented in Part II. 

The thermal conductivity keJf used for the fiberglass boards, could show directional character
istics as well as nonuniformities within the test cell. Since the apparent thermal conductivity of 

dry samples of fiberglass were shown to be a function of fiber diameter and orientation, density 

j. 
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and absolute temperature (ASHRAE 1993), the potential for variations in keff with position and 
orientation needs investigation. In the same manner, as permeability and spatial variations in 
insulation density throughout the test cell were expected to be small when the density was aver

aged over the depth of the test cell (275 mm). Spatial variations in the absolute temperature were 
not insignificant and could have resulted in a special variation in the apparent thermal conduc

tivity of up to 6% about the mean value (A sensitivity study for keffis included in part II). 

The directional characteristics of keffwere investigated in a separate study. The apparent ther

mal conductivity of the fiberglass boards (keffx and keff-y) was measured in the test cell for dry 
samples of boards orientated both parallel to the bottom and top surface using the following 
equation: 

q"b 
keff = A6.T 

giving kefrx = 0.034 ± 0.002 and keff-y = 0.035 ± 0.002 W/(m · K) 

(22) 

Because the difference between keff-x and keff-y was small and within the experimental uncer
tainty, the apparent thermal conductivity of a dry sample was taken to be a constant in the 
numerical model with a value of 0.034 W/(m · K) (thermal conductivity sensitivity is investi
gated in Part II). 

Test Procedure 
The following is an outline of the test procedure used for each experiment. 

I. Before each test, the insulation samples (four boards and five small pieces) were dried by 
placing all of them in an oven at 110°C for about 14 hours. After this, the insulation samples 
were removed from the oven, wrapped in cling-wrap polyethylene film, and cooled to room 
temperature for about 4 hours. At that time, the insulation samples were considered to be 
totally dry, with the liquid volume fraction equal to zero. After cooling to room temperature, 
each insulation sample, within its polyethylene wrap, is then weighed on the digital scale. 

2. A layer of polyethylene wrap was carefully put on the surface of cold plate. Each of the five 
pieces of insulation which form the layer of insulation adjacent to the cold plate in experi
ments was unwrapped from its polyethylene wrap and placed on the cold plate in correct 
order. Four thermocouples were then positioned on the top of this layer at selected locations. 
Two very-thin, one-inch wide nylon straps were then put on the top of this layer in order to 
aid in the removal of the top four upper layers after each test. 

3. Another insulation board was then unwrapped and pressed down to the top of bottom layer, 
and another four thermocouples are positioned at the selected positions. This process was 
repeated until all the layers and thermocouples were in place. 

4. The hot plate (lid) was put in place and fastened with the six fastening screws to seal the test 
cell so that the flow only entered at the top inlet port and exited at the outlet port. The data 
acquisition system was started, and the ethylene glycol-water mixture pumped to the cold 
plate, the mass flow controller was then opened to start the flow of air into the test section, 
thereby commencing the test. During the test, all the data recorded were recorded on a hard 
disk for further analysis. The wrappings for insulation samples were individually weighed so 
that the actual dry weight of each insulation sample could be calculated. 

5. The mass tlow controller and the pump supplying the cooling tluid to the cold plate were 
turned off at the end of each test. The lid covering the test section was removed, and the top 
four layers of insulation were lifted by two nylon strips. These top four layers were then 
wrapped inside their original wrappings. The layer formed by five individual pieces of insula

tion adjacent to the cold plate and the frost accumulation just under this layer were lifted by the 
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layer of polyethylene wrap which was put on the cold plate in step 2, and covered the front and 
back walls of the test section. A very sharp blade was now used to cut this layer of polyethyl
ene wrap along the boundaries of each insulation piece so that each piece of sample could be 
separated along with the frost accumulated under it on the polyethylene wrap. The five pieces 
of insulation board sample and five pieces of polyethylene wrap were then wrapped in their 
original wrappings. 

6. All the wrapped samples were weighed. The five pieces of polyethylene wrap containing the 
frost accumulation in the bottom layer were then dried at room temperature for about 4 hours, 
and then weighed individually to calculate the actual frost accumulation in each piece adja
cent to cold plate. 

The numerical and experimental results and model validation will be shown in part II. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Part I of this paper presents the basic equations and describes the experimental test facility 
used to investigate the.heat transfer and moisture and frost accumulation in an insulated cavity 
subjected to cold environmental temperatures while humid warm air flowed through the cavity 
in a two-dimensional flow pattern from the warm side to the cold side. The assumptions used in 
the model were discussed in the light of the experimental test conditions. Special attention was 
given to the development of an accurate frost growth model on the cold plate because a large 
fraction of the frost accumulated on this surface. 

The properties of the fiberglass insulation boards used in the tests were evaluated in indepen
dent tests. It was found that although there are variations in density within each board, these 
were expected to be insignificant when averaged over the depth of the test cell. The variations in 
permeability normal (Ky) and parallel (Kx) to the plane of each board were significant and were 
taken into account for the flow calculation. Dry samples of the fiberglass boards were found to 
have apparent isotropic thermal conductivity properties. 

Test conditions were selected for the test facility that would allow the collection of accurate 
data over a reasonably short time, which can be compared to the simulation results. These com
parisons are made in Part II. 

APPENDIX A 

Frost Growth Model On The Cold Plate 

In this study, it was found that, after some time, a dense layer of frost was formed on the cold 
plate. Due to this layer of frost, the boundary condition at y = 0 was more complex than an 
impermeable plate at a specified temperature. Proper boundary conditions at the cold side of a 
fibrous matrix need to be developed for heat and mass transfer modeling because a large portion 
of the frost was found to accumulate on the cold plate. A one-dimensional frost growth model 
(Tao et al. 1991) was applied to give these boundary conditions. 

Many studies on frost growth on solid surfaces under convection conditions have been con
ducted (O'Neal and Tree 1985). Most of them used a lumped model, i.e ., an average frost den
sity normal to the cold plate, due to the lack of experimental data on spatial variation of the frost 
density . The frost model chosen also used the concept of the average frost density in they direc

tion. This means that the frost porosity, fI=Ptf Pice• is the same throughout the frost layer in the 
y direction. 

A schematic of the insulation slab with frost on the cold plate boundary is shown in Figure 
A 1. ~xis element of length in the x direction of a control volume used for solving the numerical 
model. Since ~xis much smaller than a, it can be assumed that the frost surface temperature Tfs• 
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frost thickness o1, frost density Pf' frost layer effective thermal conductivity kf' heat flux into the 
frost layer q" , and vapor diffusion f1ux into the frost layer m", changed discontinuously from 
node to node in x direction. Over the range of one node element ~x. the transfer of water vapor 

takes place only at)'= of 
The mass balance applied to the frost layer interface, which forms on Ihe cold plate and grows 

into the fibrous matrix, yields, 

(Al) 

where c = l - Eu is the porosity of the insulation slab in the dry condition and co1p1 is the mass 
of frost in the frost layer. The densification of the frost layer, shown in Figure A 1, obeys the 

following mass diffusion equation: 

(A2) 

where the right hand side of the equation describes the molecular diffusion of water vapor 
within the frost layer and r1 is the tortuosity in the frost \ayer. Considering the presence of glass 

fibers in the frost layer, 'J is chosen as r1= 1.2 in calculation (r1= l. l is often used for the frost 
layer growing on the solid surface .under convection without glass fibers) . (dp/ dT) \scan be 

obtained using the Clapeyron Equat10n. 

dpv\ [ 6.i( l l )] 6.i - exp - --- --
dT - Rv Tfs Tref R T.2 

s v js 

(A3) 
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An energy balance at the frost-layer-insulation interface fs gives the heat flux 

T -T 
q.f,, -- k fs ,. Ai'm. " !-o-- -u. I 

f 
(A4) 

Equation (AS) includes the frost layer thermal conductivity k;; which must take into consider
ation the contribution of the glass fiber thermal conductivity ka and the volume fraction of ice in 
the frost layer, s/3 = EEI= s(p1 1P;ce) as well as conduction in the air and water vapor contained 
inside the frost layer 

(AS) 

Equations (A I) through (AS) describe this frost growth model. Together they give a complete 
description of the average frost density Pp the thickness of the insulation-frost domain Op and 
the temperature at the boundary between the insulation domain and the insulation-frost layer 
domain Tfr Simulation studies show that Tfs is less than 1 K warmer than the cold plate for the 
conditions investigated. 

The frost growth model only provides the boundary conditions for energy and vapor transport 
equations and does not change the calculation domain within the insulation because of is much 
smaller than the total insulation height b (e.g., oib < 0.01 ). Therefore heat flux and mass flux into 
the frost layer can be calculated using following equations for the properties above the frost layer 

Clpvl m/ = -D eff7JY. 
y=O 

(A6) 

(A7) 

Equations (A 1) through (A 7) are to be used with all governing equations previously introduced. 
The solution method for the frost growth model can be described with the following steps. 

I. Assume a frost surface temperature Tfs• as the boundary condition for the energy Equation 
(3); and, by using the Clapeyron Equation, the frost surface vapor density is obtained for the 
boundary condition of vapor transfer Equation (7). 

2. Solve energy Equation (3) and vapor transfer Equation (7) based on the assumed boundary 
conditions 

3. Calculate the heat flux into the frost layer qJ and the vapor diffusion flux into the frost layer 
mJ by using Equations (A6) and (A 7) 

4. Solve Equation (Al) to (A4) based on the calculated value of qJ and mJ and obtain an 
update value of Tfr 

5. Repeat steps I through 3 until converged solutions are obtained. 

Numerically, when the local relative humidity of a control volume adjacent to the cold plate 
reaches I 00%, the frost growth model is used for that control volume as a boundary condition. 
Small values, 0.1 kg/m 3 and LO-.+ m, are used as initial conditions for the frost density and frost 
thickness in the frost growth model. Before the relative humidity of a control volume adjacent to 
the cold plate reaches l 00%, the cold plate boundary is as an impermeable one, with a specified 
temperature Tc 

,... - --41 -
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NOMENCLATURE 
A cross-sectional area of insulation slab, m1 u x direction velocity, mis 

Arb Archimedes number based on height of Vo uniform velocity in center of test 
porous slab, Arb= RaiJPe0Reb section, mis 

a width of test porous slab, m v y direction velocity, mis 
b height of test porous slab, m X, )' coordinate axes, m 
cp heat capacity at constant pressure, J/(kg · K) µ viscosity, kg/(m · s) 
D molecular diffusivity of water vapor, m2/s p density, kg/m3 

d glass-fiber diameter, m a thermal diffusivity, m2/s 

" gravity, mls1 
porosity of insulation material "' c 

h width of inlet slot, m 
tortuosily 

permeability, m1 r 
K 

</J relative humidity 
k thermal conductivity, W/(m· K) 
L length of the insulation slab in permeability r)I frost layer thickness, m 

test, m 6.P pressure difference, Pa 

tit" mass tlux kg/(m1 ·s) 6.T temperature difference, K 

1i rate of phase change, kg/(m3 
· s) 6.i enthalpy of phase change, J/kg 

p pressure, Pa Subscripts 
Peb Peclet number based on height of porous elf effective properties 

slab, Peb = U0bla 
cg condensable gas 

" heat flux, W/m2 q 
f frost 

R gas constant, J/(kg· K) 

Rab Raleigh number based on slab height, fs frost surface 

gp6.Tb3!µT g gas phase (air and vapor) 

Red Reynolds number based on pore size, ng noncondensable 
Red =p11d~u v vapor 

Reb Reynolds number based on height of porous x x direction 
slab, Reb =pub/µ y y direction 

rh relative humidity f3 liquid or ice phase 
T temperature, K 

a solid phase 
Tc cold-plate temperature, K 

Tfs frost surface temperature, K Superscripts 

r,, hot-plate temperature, K cg condensable gas 

time, s 0 reference value 
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